QUARTERLY EXAMINATIONS
Syllabus : GK

Class - V : Vikram Real Life General Knowledge

Text Book
Chapters I - IV

Time : 2 1/2 Hour]

[Max. Marks : 50

✁

Name :

Class :

Section :

I. Fill in the blanks with the clues given.
vitamin C,

stirrup,

a maiden speech,

50
Roll No.

(5 x 2 = 10)

C.P.U.,

stamen

1. The smallest bone in the human body is .............................................................
2. Scurvy is caused due to the deficiency of ............................................................
3. This is called the brain of a computer .................................................................
4. A speech delivered for the first time ....................................................................
5. The male part of the plant is called .....................................................................

II. Tick (✓) the right word for the following statements.
goat

frog

2. Roar is to lion as trumpet is to

fly

elephant

3. Rabbit is to mouse as wolf is to

horse

dog

4. Apes gibber while asses

neigh

bray

5. Cats mew while cattle

yelp

low

✁

1. Frog is to insect as snake is to

(5 x 2 = 10)
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III. Write ‘True’ or ‘False’ for the following statements.

(5 x 2 = 10)

1. The Siberian forest in Russia is the largest forest.

[

]

2. Pencillin is made from a fungus.

[

]

3. Water lettuce is a non-floating plant.

[

]

4. Yeast is a fungus.

[

]

5. Sea weed is a kind of algae.

[

]

IV. Rearrange the words.

(5 x 2 = 10)

1. PEA

–

An animal

–

.....................................................

2. EAT

–

A drink

–

.....................................................

3. TEN

–

We use this to catch fish –

.....................................................

4. ALMP

–

A kind of tree

–

.....................................................

5. ACR

–

A four wheeler

–

.....................................................

V. Answer the following questions.

(5 x 2 = 10)

1. Who is the author of Arabian Nights ?
........................................................................................................................
2. The letters RAM stands for ?
........................................................................................................................
3. He was an Indian. He received Noble Prize for his work known as Raman effect.
Who is he ?
........................................................................................................................
4. Where is National Aeronautical Laboratory ?
........................................................................................................................
5. Who invented Electric Washing Machine ?
........................................................................................................................
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